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Handmade to measure

here in the UK











Free Delivery 


On Orders Over £199
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Newsletter


Sign up to our emails for special offers and inspiration. More Info
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Newsletter


Sign up today for inspiration, special offers, discount codes and the latest info to be sent to
you by email and occasionally post, SMS, phone and other electronic means.

Your privacy is very important to us. We will only ever use your data as specified in our Privacy
Policy. We will treat your personal details with care and will not sell or share them to other
companies for marketing purposes. If you change your mind at any time you can unsubscribe using
the links within our email communications.











See what our customers say:

















Beverley Nalder, Grimsby

Wilsons Blinds offer a five star+ service and product. The website is very user friendly and all blinds come accurately measured to the order given. It was refreshing to find a blind company on the internet honest enough to provide their pricing policy upfront and with an immediate price given for each blind as soon as you input the measurements. The blinds are great value and rest assured, you will not lose out on quality because of the price. They offer a prompt delivery service with excellent care taken in the packaging of the blinds for carriage. I would say to anyone, as a customer who was impressed from start to finish, don't hesitate and place your order now!


 








Tracey Denny, Devon

I bought two of these blinds with tape ladders and they look stunning. The quality is excellent. I am very happy with my purchase. I have bought blinds from this company before, and that is why I used them again.


 








Tracey, Reading

have had six blinds made over the last year at different times. Wilson blinds are very good to deal with and always communicate well with you regarding your order. I have not had any problems with orders or with blinds and they always turn out perfect. I will be ordering from them in future as I have a few more windows to do. Would highly recommend this company. Tracey - Reading


 








Harvey Maycock, Somerset

Having selected the fabric from the range of swatches, everything went like clockwork. The website was easy to use. The blind turned up on the 5th working day after ordering. It's exactly as measured and looks good quality. I have one small piece of feedback - having ordered the spring-loaded mechanism, I confess I was expecting it to be less aggressive in action. Perhaps I should have shopped around for the words "soft-action"?


 








Mrs E Killeen, Bromley

Would highly recommend this company. Samples arrived the next day, blind arrived within 5 days. Perfect fit. Very helpful and friendly staff on the telephone. Thank you.


 








D.B.Williams, Kent

The product supplied was first class and at the right price. One minor glitch that I had was dealt with very quickly and solved the problem immediately. Thank you again,will recommend you to all my friends. David Williams.


 








Lynne Brooks, Surrey 

I found Wilson Blinds to be extremely helpful. We were ordering 3 blinds to fit in a recess so not straightforward but the blinds fit and look very stylish. I will as we decorate each room be ordering further blinds in the imminent future. One of the toggles sadly was broken in transit. I called Friday and a new toggle arrived today. :) Fantastic service. Overall 10/10


 








Ian Crosland, Oldham Lancashire

Once you've ordered before, running through different styles, ie, corded, colours etc, future orders become easy, fast delivery, easy to install, will be ordering again when other windows installed.


 








Ian Woolford, Barkshire

When we place the order I measured the window and door size just as the website showed how to do it the derlavrey was just as they had informed me the blinds where easy to install the quality of the product is of a high standard I would recommend company to all of our friends and the price of the products are very reasonable.


 








Susan Everest, West Sussex

We ordered a white wood-effect blind for our newly redecorated Study. It was made to measure and such good value we were keen to see the quality. We were not disappointed, in fact, we were extremely surprised and pleased with the product. It is excellent quality for the price and was a perfect fit for the window. Will definitely be getting all our blinds from Wilsons from now on :o).


 











 

















































 



Address

Building 2, Colne Bridge Road,

Colne Bridge,

Wakefield,

West Yorkshire,

HD5 0RH
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